
LIMPIADOR REPAIS, SPECIAL LIQUID FOR
CLEANING REPAIS SPLASHSES.

Descripción
LIMPIADOR REPAIS is product in shape of gel, special for cleaning
REPAIS stains on non-absorbent surfaces such as metallic structures,
glass, etc...

Aplication
Special product for cleaning several supports splashed by REPAIS.

Surface preparation
The surface must be clean, free of dust and dry.

Modes of application
 It is neccessary to do a previous test for the application of the cleaner.
- The cleaner acts over non-porous areas such as glass and metals and is more effective when the cleaning is
done before the REPAIS drying.
- Apply on the stained area by brush and let it acts betwenn one and two hours. Finally clean with hot 
pressurized water preferably.
- If any residue remains, repeat the procedure until achive a whole cleaning.
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Clean up
With plenty of clear water.

Data sheet
AspectCloudy white

Density1.13 kg/lt

Performance
According to use.

Storage
3 years in their original packages tightly closed, stored in cool and dry places.

Security

Indications of danger:
H225: Highly flammable liquid and vapour.

H304: May be fatal if swallowed and enters airways.

H315: Causes skin irritation.

H318: Causes serious eye damage.

H336: May cause drowsiness or dizziness.

H361: Suspected of damaging fertility or the unborn child  .

H373: May cause damage to organs  through prolonged or repeated exposure .



Prudence advice:
P210: Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. ? No smoking.

P280: Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.

P303+P361+P353: IF ON SKIN (or hair): Remove/Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin
with water/shower.

P304+P340: IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for breathing.

P305+P351+P338: IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if
present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.

P308+P313: IF exposed or concerned: Get medical advice/attention.

P370+P378: In case of fire: Use ? for extinction.

P501: Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local/regional/national/international regulation


